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Abstra t

to as sto hasti approximation algorithms (Kushner
& Yin, 1997), have been extensively applied to learning problems su h as neural networks. Similar to the
per eptron method (Rosenblatt, 1962), sto hasti gradient des ent algorithms update the weight ve tor w
in the online setting. We assume that training samples
(X1 ; Y1 ); : : : ; are given one at a time. The algorithms
examine the urrent data-point, and then update the
weight ve tor a ordingly. They are parti ularly suitable for large s ale appli ations, where the number of
data points and the problem dimensionality are both
very large. Moreover, as we shall see later, the optimal predi tion performan e an be a hieved with only
a small number of iterations over the training data.
Therefore SGD methods an be very eÆ ient.

Linear predi tion methods, su h as least
squares for regression, logisti regression and
support ve tor ma hines for lassi ation,
have been extensively used in statisti s and
ma hine learning. In this paper, we study
sto hasti gradient des ent (SGD) algorithms
on regularized forms of linear predi tion
methods. This lass of methods, related
to online algorithms su h as per eptron, are
both eÆ ient and very simple to implement.
We obtain numeri al rate of onvergen e for
su h algorithms, and dis uss its impli ations.
Experiments on text data will be provided to
demonstrate numeri al and statisti al onsequen es of our theoreti al ndings.

1. Introdu tion
Consider the problem of predi ting an unobserved output value y based on an observed input ve tor x. We
assume that the quality of a predi tor p(x) is measured
by a loss fun tion (p(x); y ), and the data (X; Y ) are
drawn from an unknown underlying distribution D.
Our goal is to nd p(x) so that the expe ted true loss
of p given below is as small as possible:
Q(p()) = EX;Y (p(X ); Y );

(1)

where we use EX;Y to denote the expe tation with
respe t to the true (but onsidered to be unknown
for learning problems) underlying distribution D.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the loss fun tion (p; y ) is a onvex fun tion of p.
In this paper, we fo us on linear predi tors whi h take
the form p(x) = wT x. We are interested in analyzing
the behavior of some simple sto hasti gradient des ent algorithms. This lass of methods, also referred
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This paper fo uses on the numeri al aspe t of SGD and
its statisti al onsequen es. In statisti al learning, we
want to nd a predi tor with small true risk in (1) using a nite number of training samples drawn from the
underlying distribution D. Therefore the purpose of
our analysis is to understand the onvergen e behavior
of SGD when we apply it to the random training samples. In pra ti e, it is helpful to run the method over
the training data multiple times. The reason, based
on a relationship of early-stopping and regularization,
will be ome lear later. Another issue we investigate is
the e e t of predi tor averaging. In the sto hasti approximation literature, the averaging te hnique omes
with great theoreti al promises (Polyak & Juditsky,
1992). Our onsideration mainly follows the point of
view from the online learning literature, where averaging is a te hni al tool to derive non-asymptoti onvergen e bounds. In this ontext, we shall dis uss the
e e t of averaging based on statisti al impli ations of
our bounds and an experimental study.

2. Sto hasti Gradient Des ent Method
One issue of equation (1) is that the solution may not
be unique, or may not even exist (when the minimum
is a hieved at in nity). Pra titioners often use a reg-

ularized form su h as the generalization below, whi h
always has a unique and numeri ally stable solution:
Q (w) = EX;Y (wT X; Y ) +



2

kwk22;

(2)

where kwk22 = wT w and  is a non-negative regularization parameter. If  = 0, the problem is unregularized.
We solve (2) using sto hasti gradient des ent. At
ea h step t, we observe (Xt ; Yt ), and update the
urrent weight ve tor w^t 1 using the formula w^t =
 L (w
w^t 1 t St 1 w
 ^t 1 ; Xt ; Yt ), where t > 0 is an
appropriately hosen learning rate parameter, St is a
symmetri positive de nite matrix, and L (w; x; y ) =
(wT x; y ) + 2 kwk22 . The matrix St an be regarded
as a pre onditioner, whi h a elerates the onvergen e
rate if hosen appropriately. In pra ti e, one an simply let St be the identity matrix. For simpli ity, we
assume that St is a onstant matrix. The orresponding sto hasti gradient des ent update rule be omes
t S 1 (w^t 1 + 01 (wtT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt ); (3)

w^t = w^t 1

 (p; y ). The algorithm, whi h
where 01 (p; y ) = p
solves (2), an be summarized below.
Algorithm 2.1

(standard SGD)

Initialize w^0
t = 1; 2; : : :
Draw (Xt ; Yt ) randomly from D.
Update w^t 1 as:
w^t = w^t 1 t S 1 (w^t 1 + 01 (wtT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt )

for

end

The online sto hasti gradient method an be ompared to bat h learning, whi h approximately solves
(2) by repla ing the true expe tation with empiri al
samples (X1 ; Y1 ); : : : ; (Xn ; Yn ):
"

w^ = arg min
w

n

1X

n i=1

(wT X



#

2
i ; Yi ) + kwk2 :
2

(4)

Both online sto hasti gradient algorithm (3) and
bat h learning algorithm (4) approximately solve (2).
The sto hasti gradient method is learly more eÆient if we run the algorithm only on e over the data.
As we shall see later, its generalization behavior is also
simple to analyze. Even if we apply the sto hasti gradient method to the unregularized formulation (1) dire tly, it a hieves an impli it regularization e e t. It
is worth mentioning that one an use Algorithm 2.1 to
solve the bat h learning system (4) by drawing samples
from the empiri al distribution instead, or simply run
the algorithm over the empiri al data multiple times.

In the following, we fo us on the nite-sample onvergen e analysis of sto hasti gradient des ent, as well
as its statisti al onsequen es.

3. A One-step Di eren e Inequality
Although the onvergen e of general sto hasti gradient algorithms has been well studied in the literature
(for example, see (Kushner & Yin, 1997)), the existing
studies are only on erned with the asymptoti onvergen e behavior for parametri problems. Although
su h analysis is very useful, it does not apply to problems where the underlying dimensionality is large ompared with the number of training examples. We note
that most modern learning methods (su h as kernel
methods or boosting) t linear predi tion models in
very high dimensional spa es.
Our goal is to investigate the nite sample onvergen e
behavior of sto hasti gradient rule (3), suitable for
large s ale linear predi tion problems. Traditionally
nite sample onvergen e behavior has been studied in
the online learning literature. In this paper, we use an
idea that generalizes the proof of per eptron mistake
bound to gradient des ent formulation (3) as follows.
Let w be an arbitrary weight ve tor, we onsider the
quantity Rw;t = kw^t wk2S = (w^t w)T S (w^t w).
The basi idea of our analysis is to show that on average, Rw;t de reases with suÆ iently small t when the
true risk Q (w^t ) in (2) is larger than Q (w). Sin e
Rw;t  0, we an only de rease it by a nite amount.
A onvergen e bound an then be obtained.
Elements of our proof have also been used in the standard proof of the per eptron mistake bound, as well
as more re ent extensions su h as (Cesa-Bian hi, 1999;
Kivinen & Warmuth, 2001; Kivinen et al., 2002). However, analysis presented here is more ompa t, and we
apply the idea dire tly to the more general sto hasti
gradient des ent rule (3).
Our analysis is based on the following de omposition:

kw^t wk2S
=k(w^t 1 w) t S 1 (wt 1 + 01 (wtT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt )k2S
=kw^t 1 wk2S + t2 kw^t 1 + 01 (w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt k2S 1
2t (w^t 1 + 01 (w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt )T (w^t 1 w)
=kw^t 1 wk2S + t2 kw^t 1 + 01 (w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt k2S
2t (L (w^t 1 ; Xt ; Yt ) L (w; Xt ; Yt ))
t (2d (w^tT 1 Xt ; wT Xt ; Yt ) + kw^t 1 wk22 );

1

where in the last equation, we have used the notation
d (p; q ; y ) = (q; y ) (p; y ) 01 (p; y )(q p). The
quantity d (p; q ; y ) is often referred to as the Bregman

divergen e of (p; y ) (with respe t to p). It is well
known (and easy to he k) that for a onvex fun tion,
its Bregman divergen e is always non-negative. That
is, d ()  0. Therefore the above de omposition an
be simpli ed as the following inequality, whi h is the
main result of this se tion:

kw^t wk2S kw^t 1 wk2S
t2 (kw^t 1 kS 1 + k01 (w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt )kS
2t (L (w^t 1 ; Xt ; Yt )

L (w; Xt ; Yt )):

2
1)

For referen e purpose, we make the following assumption on the loss fun tion:
Assumption 4.1 Consider a loss fun tion (p; y ).
We assume that there exists non-negative onstants A
and B su h that (01 (p; y ))2  A(p; y ) + B .

The purpose of this assumption is to simplify our analysis. Most interesting loss fun tions satisfy Assumption 4.1. A notable ex eption is the exponential loss
used in AdaBoost. The following are some ommon
loss fun tions with orresponding hoi es of parameters A and B (whi h are not unique):








Huber loss: (p; y ) = (p y )2 when jp y j  1
and (p; y ) = 2jp y j 1 otherwise; A = 0 and
B = 4. This loss is for regression problems.



Modi ed Huber: (p; y ) = max(0; 1 py )2 when
py  1 and (p; y ) = 4py otherwise; A = 0
and B = 16. This loss is for binary lassi ation problems with y 2 f1g. It is equivalent to
quadrati ally smoothed SVM with = 2.

(5)

4. Assumption on Loss Fun tions





Logisti : (p; y ) = ln(1 + exp( py )); A = 0 and
B = 1. This loss is for binary lassi ation problems with y 2 f1g.
SVM (hinge loss): (p; y ) = max(0; 1 py ); A = 0
and B = 1. This loss is for binary lassi ation
problems with y 2 f1g. Note that the derivative 01 (p; y ) at py = 1 is not deterministi . Equation (5), thus our analysis, still holds at the point
py = 1 with any subgradient de ned as 01 (p; y ) =
uy (u 2 [0; 1℄). However, algorithmi ally, it is
still useful to avoid this non-deterministi problem. We thus onsider a smoothed versions of
SVM as alternative.
Quadrati ally smoothed SVM: (p; y ) =
1
2
and
2 max(0; 1 py) when py  1
(p; y ) = 1
=2 py otherwise; A = 0 and
B = 1 (another hoi e is A = 2= and B = 0).
This loss is for binary lassi ation problems
with y 2 f1g. The parameter is a positive
onstant. When ! 0, it be omes the SVM loss.
Least Squares: (p; y ) = (p y )2 ; A = 4 and
B = 0. This loss is for regression problems.

Modi ed Least Squares: (p; y ) = max(0; 1 py )2;
A = 4 and B = 0. This loss is for binary lassi ation problems with y 2 f1g, some times referred
to as quadrati SVM in the literature.

5. Convergen e Analysis of
Unregularized Formulation
For the unregularized formulation, we hoose  = 0.
Although (2) may not have a nite solution, Q(w^t ) an
still onvergen e to the minimum risk as t ! 1.
Under Assumption 4.1, and in addition we assume that
sup kXt kS 1  M . From (5), we obtain

kw^t

wk2S

kw^t

1

wk2S

2t ((w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )

 t2 (A(w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt ) + B )M 2

(wT Xt ; Yt )):

(6)

5.1. Online Regret Bound

The following bound is a dire t onsequen e of (6). Related results an be found in online learning works su h
as (Cesa-Bian hi, 1999; Kivinen & Warmuth, 2001).
Theorem 5.1 Under Assumption 4.1, and in addition we assume that sup kXt kS 1  M . If we pi k
w^0 = 0,  = 0, and t =  > 0, then



(1

 inf
w

"

2

AM 2 )

T
1X

T t=1

T
1X

T t=1

(w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )

(wT Xt ; Yt ) +

1

2T

kwk2S

#



+ BM 2 :
2

Proof. Summing (6) over t = 1; : : : ; T and rearranging,
we obtain the desired bound. 2

The above bound shows that by pi king  su h that
 is small (but T is large), the average loss su ered
from the online update is almost as small as that of
the best regularized loss of any weight ve tor whi h is
pi ked a priori. This applies to all loss fun tions that
satisfy Assumption 4.1.
In the near-separable ase, gradient des ent with ertain loss fun tions listed in Se tion 4 behave similarly
as the per eptron algorithm (as far as mistake bound is
on erned). We onsider the quadrati ally smoothed
SVM loss with = 1, and take the hoi e of A = 2

and B = 0. Now Theorem 5.1 implies that
M 2 )

T
1X

(w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )
T t=1
#
" T
1
1X
2
T
kwkS :
 inf
(w Xt ; Yt ) +
w T
2T
t=1

(1

Now under the large margin assumption (required by
the per eptron mistake bound), there is a weight ve tor w su h that wT XY  1 with probability one. Let
 = 1=2M 2 and w^0 = 0, we obtain
2

T
X
t=1

(w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )  4M 2 kw k2S :

Note that the left hand side is an upper bound of the
mistakes the update rule makes. The right hand side
is similar to the per eptron mistake bound. Therefore
in the separable ase, sto hasti update with quadratially smoothed SVM behaves similar to the per eptron
algorithm. Our bound also applies dire tly to the nonseparable ase. The orresponding result is stronger
than the orresponding mistake bound for voted pereptron method in (Freund & S hapire, 1999) sin e in
our ase the onvergen e is with respe t to the minimization of the loss fun tion, whi h has important
statisti al onsequen es su h as the onsisten y of the
resulting estimator.
5.2. Convergen e of Averaged Sto hasti
Gradient Des ent

Although mistake bounds are useful by themselves,
they are not the most relevant quantities to investigate if we are interested in the onvergen e behavior of
the sto hasti gradient des ent rule (3) for solving the
optimization problem (2). The regret bound analysis
suggests us to onsider the following averaged version
of sto hasti gradient des ent algorithm. Note that
we assume that we pi k t > 0 su h that AM 2 t < 2,
where M  sup kXt kS 1 :
Algorithm 5.1

(Averaged SGD)

Initialize w^0
Let v^0 = 0 and r0 = 0
for t = 1; 2; : : :
Draw (Xt ; Yt ) randomly from D.
Update w^t 1 as:
w^t = w^t 1 t S 1 (w^t 1 + 01 (wtT 1 Xt ; Yt )Xt )
AM 2 t2
rt = rt 1 + t
2
v^t = rtrt 1 v^t 1 + rt rrtt 1 w^t 1
end

In pra ti al implementations of the algorithm, we
hoose small learning rate t so that t AM 2  1. In
this ase we an simply update rt as rt = rt 1 + t .
If we pi k a onstant learning rate t =  , then these
update rules are equivalent.
Under Assumption 4.1, and in addition we assume that sup kXt kS 1  M . Let w^0 = 0
and  = 0, then

Theorem 5.2

E Q(^
vT ) 

T
X
rt
t=1

rt 1
E Q(w^t 1 )
rT


1
2
 2 AM 2
)Q(w) +
k
wk2S + T BM 2 ;
 inf
(1 + T
w
2rT
2rT
2rT
P
where T2 = Tt=1 t2 .


Proof. The rst inequality is due to the Jensen's inequality and the onvexity of Q. The proof of the
se ond inequality is similar to that of Theorem 5.1.
Summing (6) over t = 1; : : : ; T , we obtain 8w:

kwk2S 

T
X
t2 (A(w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt ) + B )M 2
t=1

2

T
X
t=1

t ((w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )

(wT Xt ; Yt )):

Rearranging, we get
T
X
2t
t=1
T
X

2

t2 A

2rT

(w^tT 1 Xt ; Yt )

T
X
t
t2
1
(wT Xt ; Yt ) +
k
wk2S +
BM 2 :
2
r
2
r
2
r
T
T
T
t=1
t=1

By taking expe tation with respe t to the random
seP
le tion of data (Xt ; Yt ), and noti ing that 2 Tt=1 t =
2rT + T2 AM 2 , we obtain the desired bound. 2
This gives a bound for the averaged predi tor v^t . It
shows that as long as we pi k t ! 0 su h that rt ! 1,
then limT !1 E Q(^vT ) ! inf w Q(w). Moreover, if we
pi k t =  2 (0; 2=AM 2 ) to be a onstant sequen e,
then as T ! 1,
E Q(^
vT )  (1 +

AM 2

2



) inf Q(w) + BM 2 :
w
2

(7)

An important pra ti al issue is how to pi k a learning
rate sequen e ft g whi h leads to fast onvergen e. Although in order to a hieve asymptoti onvergen e, it
is useful to pi k t whi h onverges to zero, some pra titioners favor the simpler method of using a onstant

learning rate. Based on (7), su h a method approximately solves the optimization problem, up to an a ura y of the order O( ). A more relevant question is
that if we want to solve the optimization problem up
to a pre-determined a ura y , what is the minimum
number of steps T we have to take.
Interestingly, based on the bound in Theorem 5.2, one
an show that T 1 = O(2 ). Sin e with onstant
learning rate  = O(), we only need T = O( 2 )
steps to a hieve an a ura y of O(), we know that
we annot speed up the onvergen e mu h by using more ompli ated learning rate s hemes (at least
a ording to the bound in Theorem 5.2). Consider
the onvergen e bound in Theorem 5.2. If after T
steps, averaged SGD solves the optimization problem
up to an a ura y of O(), then we have the onditions T2 =rT = O() and 1=rT = O() (assume either
Q(w) or B is not zero). For an arbitrary learning
rate sequen e ft g, the rst inequality implies that
PT 2
P
) Tt=1 t . Using the S hwartz inequalt=1 t = O(P
P
ity, we have Tt=1 t2  ( Tt=1 t )2 =T . This implies
PT
P
1=T = O( t=1 t2 =( Tt=1 t )2 ) = O(=rT ) = O(2 ).

The above observation essentially suggests that instead of onsidering ompli ated s hemes for hoosing learning rate t , we may simply x t to a predetermined small onstant, and then run the SGD
method until satisfa tory onvergen e is a hieved.
Another important aspe t of SGD is how to hoose
the stopping point T . In pra ti e, we employ SGD to
solve the empiri al version (4) of (2). If we go through
the data only on e, then based on Theorem 5.2, even
without regularization, the resulting weight ve tor approximately solves a regularized problem with respe t
to the true distribution. This regularization implies
that the varian e of the estimator is relatively small.
However, going through the data only on e is likely to
over-regularize the system so that the bias as indi ated
by the right hand side of Theorem 5.2 is unne essarily
large. If we go through the data multiple times, then
the resulting weight ve tor approximately solves (4).
Sin e we t the observed data better, the bias be omes
smaller. However, the varian e is in reased due to the
additional randomness introdu ed from going through
the data multiple times.
This analysis suggests that going through the data
multiple times an be regarded as a form of biasvarian e trade-o , whi h serves as an impli it method
of regularization. Therefore hoosing the stopping
point T has the e e t of hoosing appropriate tradeo between bias and varian e for optimal generalization. This phenomenon will be demonstrated by an

experiment. Statisti ally, we have an impli it regularization s heme that is onveniently parameterized by
the stopping point T , as ompared with the expli it
regularization s heme whi h parameterize the degree
of regularization by . Numeri ally, this analysis suggests that it is preferable to run SGD for only a small
number of iterations, instead of using it to solve (4)
ompletely. This is an important reason why in pra ti e SGD an be a very eÆ ient learning method for
large s ale linear predi tion problems.
5.3. Convergen e of Standard Sto hasti
Gradient Des ent

Although Theorem 5.2 only implies that the expe ted
risk EQ(^vt ) of the averaged predi tor v^t onverges, in
reality, we observe that Q(w^t ) also onverges. Note
that Theorem 5.2 essentially implies that if we randomly stop at some time Ts 2 f1; : : : ; T g, then the
same onvergen e bound on the right hand side applies to this randomly stopped estimator w^Ts . Therefore with T ! 1, we know that E Q(w^Ts ) onverges
to the optimal value if t ! 0.
Theoreti ally, an interesting problem is the behavior
of w^T for an arbitrary non-randomized stopping point
T . As we shall see, this problem is more easily studied
under the regularization framework. However, onvergen e of Q(w^T ) is also a onsequen e of Theorem 5.2.
Due to the spa e limitation, we shall only state and
prove a relatively rude version with A = 0 and onstant learning rate t =  .
Under Assumption 4.1 with A = 0,
and assume further that sup kXt kS 1  M . If we pi k
w^0 = 0,  = 0, and t =  to be a onstant, then

Theorem 5.3

E Q(w^T )  inf
w




k
wk2S
3
Q(w) +
+ ( +ln(T +1))BM 2 :

2T 

2

Proof Sket h. Similar to Theorem 5.2, we have (with
w^0 and w repla ed by w^s ):
T
X
t=s+1

T

1

s

EQ(w^t )  EQ(w^s ) +

 (T

s + 1)
BM 2 :
2(T s)

Now, using indu tion, one obtain from this inequality:
T
X

EQ(w^t )
T
s k
t=s+k+1

Now let s + k = T

 EQ(w^s )+BM 2 (1+

s+
k 1
X

T
j =s

1, we get

EQ(w^T )  EQ(w^s ) + BM 2

TXs
j =1

1
j

:

1

j

):

Therefore, EQ(w^T )  inf sT EQ(w^s ) + BM 2 (1 +
ln(T + 1)). Now applying Theorem 5.2. 2
The fa tor ln(T + 1) on the right hand side may be
an artifa t due to the simpli ed proof-te hnique used
here. As pointed out earlier, with onstant fa tor, we
only need to stop at a point T where ln(T + 1) =
O(ln 1 ). Therefore the theorem an be applied with
only a loss of O( ln 1 ) fa tor. The result essentially
implies that even we do not hoose a random stopping
point, we still obtain a onvergen e behavior similar
to that of the averaged predi tor v^T in the worst ase.
The issue of whether averaging helps is important in
SGD algorithms. As mentioned in the introdu tion,
the lassi al sto hasti approximation theory su h as
(Polyak & Juditsky, 1992) suggests that it is possible to obtain an asymptoti ally optimal estimator by
averaging asymptoti ally suboptimal estimators. Averaging is also an important te hni al tool in online
learning sin e mistake bounds are obtained dire tly
for averaged predi tors. In spite of the di erent interpretations of averaging in di erent ontext, the fundamental role of averaging remains the same. That is, the
averaged predi tor is more stable than non-averaged
predi tors. This is why averaging may help in some
ases (and not ne essarily so in other ases). Due to
the importan e of this issue, we shall dis uss it in the
ontext of our non-asymptoti onvergen e analysis.
Sin e Theorem 5.3 is based on Theorem 5.2, the orresponding onvergen e bound is weaker than that of v^T .
However, this does not mean that the averaged predi tor v^T is always superior. If we hoose stopping point
Ts 2 f0; : : : ; T g randomly, then based on Theorem 5.2,
in order to a hieve the same bound on the right hand
side, we stop at a time with expe ted value of T =2. The
onvergen e bound implies that E Q(w^T=2 ) on average
is roughly omparable to EQ(^vT ), suggesting that w^T
an be superior to v^T . The phenomenon that the onvergen e behavior of v^T is similar to the onvergen e
behavior of w^T 0 with T 0 < T an be qualitatively observed from our experiments.
Sin e w^T makes a relatively large random hange from
w^T 1 based on (XT ; YT ), it has a relatively large varian e. The predi tor v^T redu es the varian e by averaging over random samples. This implies that if we
hoose a large learning rate  , then be ause of the
high varian e, the averaged predi tor v^T tends to be
superior. If we hoose a relatively small learning rate
 , then due to the already low varian e, the averaged
predi tor v^T an be inferior.
The analysis, applied to the per eptron algorithm, explains why averaged per eptron algorithm tends to

help. Averaged per eptron, motivated from the voted
per eptron of (Freund & S hapire, 1999), has been
su essfully applied to natural language learning problems (for example, see (Collins, 2002)). Note that for
pra ti al large s ale appli ations, it is ru ial to use
averaging instead of voting sin e the latter is omputationally very ostly. In order to understand why
averaging helps, we simply observe that the per eptron method is a spe ial ase of SGD with the SVM
loss and  ! 1. Sin e we are e e tively using a large
learning rate, the non-averaged per eptron has a lot of
varian e. If we use a small  in the sto hasti gradient
des ent algorithm with the SVM loss, then averaging
be omes mu h less helpful. This will be on rmed
with experiments. Theoreti ally, we believe that SGD
with the SVM loss and a small learning rate  an
be superior to the per eptron method sin e we try to
solve a well formed optimization problem whi h has
important statisti al onsequen es. Moreover, the averaged per eptron method, although useful in pra ti e,
is hard to analyze. We will see from our experiments
that the theoreti al advantages of SGD have observable pra ti al onsequen es.

6. Parameter Convergen e for the
Regularized Formulation
For the regularized formulation, onvergen e results
similar to those of the unregularized formulation an
be developed. Moreover, sin e (2) has a unique nite
solution, we an show that the weight ve tor w^t onverges to the optimal solution. Due to the spa e limitation, we only dis uss the onvergen e of the weight
ve tor to the optimal solution in this se tion. For simpli ity, we only state the resulting onvergen e bound
for onstant learning rate t .
Under Assumption 4.1, and in addition we assume that sup kXt kS 1  M and 2 
AM 2 . If we pi k w^0 = 0, S = I , and t =  > 0
su h that  0 =  (1 AM 2 ) 2 [0; 1=℄, then

Theorem 6.1

E kw^T w k22

 (1

 0 )T kw k22 +

C (1 (1  0 )T +1 )
;
(1 AM 2 )

where w is the solution of (2),  0 =  (1
and C = 2(AQ (w ) + B )M 2 .

AM 2 ),

Proof Sket h. The onvexity of L (; x; y ) implies that
^t 1 w k22 . From (5), we
Q (w )  2 kw

Q (w^t 1 )

E [kw^t

w k22

kw^t

1

w k22 ℄

2 E (C 0 kw^t 1 k22 + 2(AL (w^t

1 ; Xt ; Yt ) + B )M 2 )
2E (L (w^t 1 ; Xt ; Yt ) L (w ; Xt ; Yt ))
2
2 (AQ (w ) + B )M 2 0 E kw^t 1 w k22;
where C 0 = (2 AM 2 )  0. The theorem follows
by indu tion on t.

2

The above bound shows that if we pi k a suÆ iently
small  , and run the algorithm for a suÆ iently long
time t, then as  ! 0, the estimated parameter w^t
onverges to the true underlying parameter w that
solves (2). This also implies that for small  , with
regularization, the averaged estimator v^t will not be
mu h better than w^t asymptoti ally.

7. Experiments
We investigate empiri ally two aspe ts of SGD
for regularized linear systems: early stopping and
averaging. Although we are mostly interested in
the impa t of algorithmi issues on the relative
learning performan e, it is still useful for us to use
data su h that algorithms proposed in this paper
ompare favorably to other learning methods. Sin e
regularized linear lassi ers a hieve state of the
art performan e in text- ategorization (Li & Yang,
2003; Zhang & Oles, 2001), we use text data in our
experiments. Spe i ally we use the standard ModApte split of the Reuters-21578 data set available from
http://www.daviddlewis. om/resour es/test olle tions.
In our experiments, we use word stemming without
stop-word removal. Similar to the set up of (Zhang
& Oles, 2001), we use the binary bag-of-word model,
and sele t 10000 features.
In text ategorization, the standard performan e measures of a lassi ation method are pre ision and re all
instead of lassi ation error:
true positive
pre ision =
 100
true positive + false positive
true positive
 100
re all =
true positive + false negative
We an also adjust the linear threshold to fa ilitate
a trade-o between pre ision and re all. Following
(Zhang & Oles, 2001), we report the break-even point
(BEP), where pre ision equals re all, as an evaluation
riterion for the performan e of a linear lassi er. The
reported results are mi ro-averaged over all 118 nonempty ategories. We run SGD (or averaged SGD)
repeatedly over the data with a random ordering. By

default, we hoose a small onstant learning rate of
 = 0:002.
7.1. Early Stopping and Regularization

As pointed out in Se tion 5.2, early-stopping for solving the unregularized bat h formulation (4) with  = 0
has a similar e e t as using expli it regularization.
Figure 1 demonstrates this phenomenon qualitatively,
where the least squares loss fun tion, known to perform well for text- ategorization (Li & Yang, 2003),
has been used for illustration.
There are some interesting observations from this
study. First, we an rea h the optimal stopping point
relatively qui kly (about ten iterations over the data).
This means that sto hasti gradient algorithm is quite
eÆ ient. Se ondly, averaging does not help the performan e, but only smoothes the onvergen e urve
and shifts it to the right. The smoothing is due to
the varian e redu tion e e t, and the shift is expe ted
from the dis ussion in Se tion 5.2. Thirdly, the behavior of early stopping is rather similar to expli it
regularization, as expe ted. However, early stopping
has the advantage of being easier to implement, more
eÆ ient, and more robust.
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7.2. Learning Rate and Averaging

Although interesting mistake bounds have been proved
in (Freund & S hapire, 1999) for the voted per eptron
method, the voting s heme is often too ineÆ ient for
large s ale problems su h as text ategorization sin e
it is infeasible to retain multiple weights. A pra ti al
remedy is to use averaging as in (Collins, 2002), whi h
unfortunately annot be analyzed theoreti ally under
the per eptron framework.
In this experiment, we ompare the per eptron algorithm to the sto hasti gradient des ent with the SVM
hinge loss. As pointed out earlier, these two methods
are very similar ex ept for the following two di er-

en es. 1) with the SVM loss, we update the weight
more onservatively: as long as there is a mistake
within a positive margin; 2) the SGD update depends
on a learning rate parameter  . The per eptron algorithm an be regarded as a spe ial ase of the SVM-loss
based SGD algorithm with  ! 1. We shall mention
that the idea of in luding margin in a per eptron like
algorithm has been onsidered in the online learning
literature su h as (Kivinen et al., 2002). However, the
proposed algorithms were di erent from SGD for the
SVM hinge loss, and this onne tion was not explored
before. For simpli ity, we shall not use expli it regularization for the SVM loss.
Figure 2 ompares the performan e of the per eptron
method and that of SGD with the SVM loss, either
with or without averaging. Per eptron based methods are learly inferior. Again, only a small number
of iterations is needed for optimal stopping. Note that
the averaged per eptron and the non-averaged per eptron be ome similar asymptoti ally. This is be ause
the training data are nearly or fully separable sin e
the problem dimensionality (10000) is larger than the
number of data points (9603). Therefore one eventually averages repeatedly over the same weight ve tor.
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